Our Wedding Planning Services
It’s the day you’ve been dreaming of since you were a little girl and stressing about since he got down on
one knee!
I think it’s safe to assume that the idea of a planner is at the forefront of every bride’s mind. Whether
she plans to use one or not, I’m sure there are times when each bride would love to sit back and watch
as her planner puts everything perfectly into place. For that reason, we are here to help you.
As owner and event consultant I will provide artistry, ingenuity and expertise to make sure your affair
is a One-Of-A-Kind. From Chic to Rustic, Vintage, Outdoor Garden, Winery, Manor and Grand Ballroom
or whatever theme defined, I will combine your vision with my experience to provide a unique event
making it your very own. My goal is to make sure even the tiniest of details are addressed throughout
the planning process and on the day of your event. Whether you need complete or partial wedding
planning or just day of coordination we can provide just the right antidote!
At Kelly Lynn Weddings & Events we understand that planning a wedding can be a daunting task
how difficult it can be to blend & mesh families and friends together without creating drama and stress
while planning your event. We will work diligently to minimize stress for our clients. We will take the
time to listen to you (and your families) and help you to understand and how to make not only your
wedding but your planning as stress-free as possible.
We will begin with an in-depth and in person consultation and we will simply just listen to you and your
fiancés wedding day cravings. During our time together we will get an understanding of your event
aspirations, learn about your personal style, your family traditions and gain an understanding of your
personalities.
Based on your lifestyle and preferences you can decide which level of expert personal service my wedding
management services suits your needs the best. From there, we will design a comprehensive design plan
that will result in the wedding you have always envisioned! Each and every event is unique; therefore
we are pleased to tailor a package to fit your needs should you not find a wedding service that fits your
style.
Whether you are looking to have a Small Intimate Wedding or Dreaming of a Large Grand Affair...
Destination, Church or Venue. Kelly Lynn Weddings & Events provides extraordinary service while
fulfilling even some of your most unexpected desires, wants and needs.

